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To prepare for 

tomorrow, you 

must disrupt 

today.
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Organizations are managing evolving consumer 

expectations, new partnerships, dynamic ecosystems, 

changing industry boundaries, disruptive business models 

and new competitive domains.

Every industry is changing and the cycles of change 

are moving ever faster. 

Industry convergence is touching every market 

segment. 

From technology and climate, to geopolitics and trade, 

the outside landscape is changing dramatically.

Operating models are shifting – employees seek 

purpose driven organizations; full time roles are being 

replaced by gig work; nature of work is changing due to 

technological advances 
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The rules have 
changed …
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Dunn & Bradstreet survey of 870 companies: WSJ CFO Journal (08/13/2018)

“CFOs…lack visibility into their data, 

leaving them unprepared amid growing 

geopolitical risks.”

… and direction 
is not clear.
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Only 20% reported 

that their data is 

fully integrated and 

leveraged across 

the company. 

60% of finance 

executives said 

their data is 

stored in silos. 

Over 90% of 

executives said that 

geopolitical risks 

and the threat 

of technological 

disruption have 

increased in 

the past year.



Digital disruption is a strategic imperative.

Competitive advantage is only achieved through digital disruption, radical 

new business models, and rapid product and service innovation. 

This rapid pace of disruption brings on new risks. 

Disruption is bringing new challenges and an added level of complexity that 

most organizations have never experienced: balancing a portfolio of risks to 

take on upside opportunities, stay competitive, and at the same time manage 

outside and downside risks, to enable a digitally confident and trusted 

enterprise

Business today moves at a breathtaking pace: according to a recent study,* 

in 1964, the average life of a company in the S&P 500 was 33 years. That is 

predicted to drop to 12 years by 2027.

A breathtaking 

pace of change …
Corporate realities in the Transformative Age.
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*2018 Edelman Trust Barometer (Edelman.com/trust-barometer)



Risk must be embedded at the forefront of business 

strategy.

Strategy starts with integrating risk capabilities into the front-line business to identify 

opportunities and anticipate challenges. When the business changes their operating 

model so does risk management. As products and services are introduced, real-time 

design of safeguards and enhancements can be designed and implemented.

The days of monitoring and reacting to threats after 

they occur are gone. 

A dynamic, predictive, and data-driven approach to risk management is now a 

fundamental principle of surviving in the Transformative Age. Risk management of 

tomorrow will enable confident decision-making to enable growth, increase business 

value and maintain trust.

Trust is the new currency to derive value and loyalty. 
Organizations recognize trust is critical to sustaining consumer loyalty and 

differentiating their brand in the market.

… demands a different 

way of thinking.
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Sixty-three percent of consumers agree that “A good reputation may get me to 

try a product – but unless I come to trust the company behind the product 

I will soon stop buying it, regardless of its reputation.”*

*2018 Edelman Trust Barometer (Edelman.com/trust-barometer)
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Take a fresh look 

and find new 

insights.



Upside 

risks

Outside 

risks

Downside 

risks

Risks that offer benefits. 

Risks significant to the 

organization’s ability to 

execute its business 

strategy and achieve its 

objectives

Risks that offer negative 

or positive benefits 

beyond the organization’s 

control

Risks that offer negative 

impacts. Risks an 

organization is focused on 

eliminating, avoiding, 

mitigating or transferring in 

a cost-effective manner

Adopting a Risk lens –

Upside, outside and downside

Moving from avoidance to optimization, 

for better business outcomes

To be successful organizations will 

need to shift their focus from simply 

mitigating risk to embracing new 

upside opportunities.

Striking this balance requires 

embedding risk and control into 

strategic decision making within the 

front-line businesses and multifaceted 

approaches to the portfolio of risk. 

Organizations will also develop digital 

capabilities that harness intelligence 

and deliver insights across the 

enterprise.
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Looking at Risk strategy in the Transformative Age

Potential for 

innovations to grow 

consumer bases

Increasing 

market share

Acquiring, managing 

and deriving value 

from new assets 

and talent

Actions of existing 

and emerging 

competitors

Geopolitical 

and economic 

megatrends

Demographic and 

environmental 

megatrends

Information security 

and cybercrime 

(also an outside risk)

Employee fraud, 

and regulatory 

compliance

Enterprise resiliency 

- technology and 

business continuity
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The digitally 

confident 

and trusted 

enterprise

Balance

In
s

till

Embracing 
opportunities 

with confidence

While managing 
negative 

outcomes

Accelerating 
speed to 
market

While 
designing and 

sustaining 
trust

Shift to predictive 
and dynamic 

insights

While 
harnessing 
digital labor

While aligning 
to strategic 
priorities

Embracing 
new behaviors 
and thinking

Digitize

E
m

b
e

d
Strategic outcomes for the Transformative Age
Risk management is no longer risk avoidance …

Risk management has to integrate with the organization.

Organizations have to balance their growth opportunities with addressing their biggest 

challenges. Risk management functions must be disrupted themselves and will need 

to refocus on enabling smarter business decisions. Providing upside risk insights to 

operations and product teams will inform strategy. Integration into the first line of 

defense will be critical - creating a nimble, efficient risk operations model to keep pace 

with the business landscape while maintaining strong risk oversight.

Embracing technology will be key to success.

Creating a new culture of data-driven decision management across the organization 

requires the introduction of new capabilities through embedding technology and 

gathering business requirements. Organizations must convert current governance 

programs to focus on better data to drive business insights and enable efficiencies in 

required regulatory activities. An effective, well managed risk program seamlessly 

provides better intelligence to the organization – through being embedded in the 

business, executives will demand insight, balance, and perspective. A new directive for 

risk management unfolds: confident decision-making to enable growth, increase 

business value, and maintain trust. 

Risk management should be instilled in the mindset 

to focus on more than mitigation.

In a digital world, risk management needs to fundamentally transform to enable a 

business and risk strategy that is more customer-centric and relationship-driven. It will 

be woven into the culture so it feels infused into all elements of the business. 



Use data to enable decision-making. 

New internal and external data sets will be available to help drive better business 

decisions. Data collection will be proactive and continuous, allowing for ongoing 

insight management and development of predictive capabilities. These new data 

sets will drive the need for different talent and provide a base for innovation. 

Organizations will have more flexibility than ever to engage and track their customer 

base and ongoing operations. 

Share data across innovative platforms.

Alignment of risk management with business strategies is the first step of 

integration. Once the right processes and information sources are embedded in 

business operations, risk management and monitoring activities become 

streamlined and refocused on proactive development of capability. 

Embed intelligence and risk management capabilities

Embedded controls and risk management processes will be required to keep pace 

with the rapid development of products and services. These intelligent controls will 

become the basis of competitive advantage by increasing speed to market and 

demanding efficient processes. 
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… and new technologies are primed 

to provide powerful insights.

Data

Platforms

Intelligence



Indra Nooyi, former Chairman and CEO of PepsiCo

“Make sure you have a clearly 

articulated strategic direction that is 

rooted in megatrends. Then carefully 

make strategic bets consistent with those 

megatrends. Ensure that you build the 

capabilities required to deliver on those 

bets, and make the required financial 

investments with likely returns.”
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Be bold. 

Fortune favors

the brave.



Are you asking the 

right questions?
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How are you embedding confidence 

into strategic decision making? 

How are you quantifying threats in 

today’s economic landscape?

How are you creating business value 

and competitive advantage?

How are you monitoring risks in real-

time with a predictive outlook?
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What steps are others taking?

Boards and C-Suite executives are 
asking for better risk and cyber 
intelligence aligned to their business 
imperatives.

Companies are using emerging 
technologies such as AI, RPA, 
drones, and advanced analytics to 
collect risk intelligence and monitor 
controls to make better decisions.

Organizations are designing 
blueprints and roadmaps to protect 
their future through better risk data 
intelligence and continuous 
monitoring. 

Financial institutions are piloting 
product and service management 
programs with digitized controls.

Businesses are applying new 
delivery models and approaches for 
managing cybersecurity threats –
now utilizing ecosystems and 
consortiums.

Internal audit and enterprise risk 
executives are re-evaluating their 
governance structure and harnessing 
technology to better manage risk 
across the three lines of defense.



EY is helping organizations navigate the Transformative Age to be digitally confident and 

trusted enterprises. Risk management of tomorrow will enable confident decision-

making to enable growth, increase business value and maintain trust.

Competitive 

advantage realized
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Product and service management: Improved the product governance lifecycle by creating an 

agile GRC approach that enhanced product innovation and speed to market, delivering 

competitive advantage (global financial institution)

Adaptive governance: Redefined their governance model to embed new digital capabilities 

(from shared service risk to business unit-led model). Provided better visibility of risk for 

strategic priorities, supporting confident decisions and competitive advantage (global 

manufacturing company)

Data intelligence and architecture: Digitized the global compliance monitoring program to 

help implement continuous controls monitoring, real-time risk reporting and automated the 

manual audit activities to increase efficiency

Agile decisions: Developed predictive price fluctuation model for the energy market using 

machine learning and data analysis. Analyzed and evaluated market shifts in oil and gas, 

oceanic weather patterns, predicted wave height and wind direction and tracked humidity and 

cloud conditions on land. Also looked at how public and school holidays influenced demand. The 

consideration of all these factors meant that forecasts were nearly 20% more accurate than 

previous, enabling more confident decision-making (energy company).



Our purpose
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At EY, our purpose is Building a 

better working world. The insights 

and quality services we deliver 

help build trust and confidence in 

the capital markets and in 

economies the world over.  We 

develop outstanding leaders who 

team to deliver on our promises to 

all of our stakeholders.  In so 

doing, we play a critical role in 

building a better working world for 

our people, for our clients and for 

our communities. 



EY | Assurance | Tax | Transactions | Advisory

About EY

EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory 

services. The insights and quality services we deliver help build 

trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the 

world over. We develop outstanding leaders who team to deliver 

on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so doing, we play a 

critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our 

clients and for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, 

of the member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of 

which is a separate legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a 

UK company limited by guarantee, does not provide services to 

clients. For more information about our organization, please visit 

ey.com.
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